
HYDROBLOX ™

HydroBlox™ is a revolutionary alternative to handle water mitigation that requires no maintenance 
and is completely concealed once installed.

HydroBlox™ operates on the simple principle of water pressure to move ground water from one place 
to another. Manufactured from 100% recycled plastic materials, HydroBlox’s composition is 38% open 

space which allows the water to flow through it at an impressive 14.5 gallons per minute.
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ABOUT

HYDROBLOX™

INSTALLATION
Installation is as simple as digging a shallow trench, setting the HydroBlox™ boards into the 
trench with an overlapping pattern, and filling the trench in. Since the boards can withstand 

up to 40,000lbs of pressure, they will not crush once installed. To allow the water to seep back 
into the earth naturally, run the boards to daylight in a preferred location or use one of the 

HydroBlox™ Transition Boxes.

The Transition Boxes are ideal for when daylight cannot be easily reached. They will collect the 
water within them – slowly allowing the water to naturally seep back into the earth over time. 

Storm Water Boxes work in the same fashion, but can hold much more water within. Both 
boxes come with a pipe fitting, preinstalled over their opening to allow for an easy connection 

to virtually any water mitigation system.

ABOUT
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HYDROBLOX PLANK
ITEM NO. LENGTH DESCRIPTION

HB40 40" Plank

HB7.5 7' 5" Plank

Hollow 7' 5" box with one end capped off with the HydroBlox 
and the other end has a pipe attached.

* Hooks up to a standard 4” pipe fitting

HYDROBLOX STORM WATER BOX
ITEM NO. LENGTH DESCRIPTION

SWBOX 7'5" Storm Water Box

Pipe attached.

* Hooks up to a standard 4” pipe fitting

HYDROBLOX TRANSITION BOX
ITEM NO. LENGTH DESCRIPTION
TRANBOX 12" Water Transition Box

HB40 AND HB7.5: HYDROBLOX PLANKS

HB40

SWBOX: STORM WATER BOX

SWBOX

TRANBOX: TRANSITION BOX

TRANBOX

HYDROBLOX™



         100%
 RECYCLED

 ECO-
    FRIENDLY


